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Luxury Redefined!
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Providing the UK with quality, service 
and reliability for over 20 years. JDUK 
Door Systems are a market leading 
specialist in garage doors. 

We have built a strong reputation 
centered firmly on our customers, 
which is the envy of our competition 
and the pride of our people.

Our vision is clear and and we keep it 
simple. To offer the best, we seek out 
quality tested and technologically 
engineered garage doors and bring 
them to the UK market. 

In creating this availability at the right 
price, we firmly believe that our 
products and service will enhance 
any building project and provide that 
perfect finishing touch to your dream 
home.

Door  Systems

Contents
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Why Choose JDUK Door Systems?
We are specialists with over 20 years of experience, providing homes all across the UK with the best quality products 
from around the world, brought to you exclusively by JDUK Door Systems.

We provide unique door systems for all applications with one of the largest standard RAL palettes on offer. Alternatively 
choose any special RAL or for a totally unique finish you are spoilt for choice with colours such as Farrow & Ball and 
Little Greene Paint! Endless design options allow you to create a bespoke door to suit your exact requirements that will 
perfectly compliment your home.

For JDUK Door Systems safety and quality are not simple words, they are founding values within our business. We offer a 
range of door products and components that are fully compliant with all relevant safety standards, enabling you to place 
your trust and confidence in us. JDUK is also a proud and contributing member of the Door and Hardware Federation.
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Secure Your Home

Unparalled Service

Safety Is Paramount

Globally Sourced

All-In-One Solution

Expansive Options

Our entire range are fully 
accredited with 
manufacturing, 
operational and 
functional approved 
certifications.

JDUK Door Systems are 
synonomous with the best 
unrivalled service that 
customers could wish for. 
The difference is JDUK 
strive to exceed your 
expectations every time.

JDUK Door Systems take 
pride in supplying only 
the best quality 
products ensuring 
maximum safety and 
protection for your loved 
ones.

We bring you the best 
available products from 
around the world 
ensuring global leading 
products are sourced and
available for you and your 
home right here in the UK.

We can source and supply 
everything you need to 
perfect your home from 
garage doors, automation, 
hinged doors, entrance 
doors, pergolas and 
awnings.

We provide one of the 
largest range, styles and 
colour options in the UK. 
Choose from a near 
endless list of options to 
ensure you design your 
home entirely your way.
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Introducing
Obsessively designed and exclusive to JDUK Door Systems. The Premier-Line sectional garage door provides that unnerving and 
unbeatable combination of high end standard specification, mind bending product and colour choice and the confidence that the 
secure and safe functionality will protect what you choose to store in your garage. Your home is yours, designed in your own 
image. Premier-Line sectional doors now provide you with that impactful final piece of the design jigsaw, that will have the most 
conservative of neighbours gazing on enviously.

HIgh Performing Thermal Efficiency
Premier-Line doors are all about thermal 
conductivity. Premier-Line systems 
eliminate heat loss in the most 
affected areas of the door leaf allowing 
the door to maintain optimum 
temperature inside your garage.

Your Choice Is Our Passion
Colour is the first feature our senses 
react to. Premier-Line sectional doors 
can be manufactured in any standard 
RAL or specialist colour. Combined with 
a range of panel textures it can 
provide the homeowner hundreds of 
options for a totally bespoke design.

Function & Safety 
High levels of standard safety 
specification ensure that the 
Premier-Line boasts the complete
package when combined with the 
Select-Line or High-Line automation.

Premier-Line
The New Garage Door Standard
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Efficiency In Design Have It Your Way The Premier Promise

Sectional garage doors 
boast several benefits for 
home owners providing 
a wider opening for 
easier car access. The 
door is sealed all around 
making insulation 
highly effective. U Values 
are detailed on page 13.

Premier-Line offers choice 
in every aspect however 
we make selecting your 
choices easy. Panel 
designs, textures, glazing 
and automation can all 
be specified and colour 
matched where necessary 
to complete your vision.

Meticulously engineered 
to the highest of 
standards. Premier-Line 
products are created with 
the perfect balance of 
form, function, strength 
and security. This is our 
promise from factory to 
fitting.



Stamp of Approval

Challenging Tradition

Obsessive attention to detail begins where you would expect. From 
early as conception through to final design the Premier-Line was 
conceived as a range of doors to provide standard features that 
challenged the traditional specifications of the competition. Attention to 
detail from pencil to production has guaranteed that the entire 
manufacturing process produces an end product that meets with your 
highest standards of satisfaction. 

It is a promise of the highest quality, safety and comfort at each stage of 
use. Premier-LIne conforms to EN 13241-1 as standard and boasts the 
obligatory CE marking of quality manufacture.

Functionality & Assurance

Don’t just take our word for it! Only high-quality and durable long 
lasting materials are used in the fabrication of the Premier-Line garage 
doors. Fully inspected at every stage of production with an intense focus 
on quality. 

Premier-Line provides you with an added layer of protection ensuring that 
you the customer achieves a complete level of product satisfaction with a 
10 year safe and reliable operation warranty.
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Burglary Protection Safety As Standard Tension Springs

Upon closure the 
Premier-Line door is 
designed to protect 
what is inside. Both the 
Select-Line or  
High-Line Automation 
applies additional 
resistance protecting the 
door from being forced 
open. 

You can be rest 
assured that everything 
that is important to you 
is well protected behind 
Premier-Line.

Force monitoring ensures 
in the event of the 
slightest resistance 
during operation the 
automation detects 
abnormal pressure and 
reverses the direction of 
the door keeping 
everyone and everything 
safe. 

Finger protection 
provides safety for you 
or your loved ones and 
eliminates fingers being 
pinched between panels 
when opening and closing   
the door.

Premier by name, Premier 
by standard.  

Premier-Line tension 
springs are designed and 
manufactured with an 
inner and outer spring. 
This provides added
safety protecting your 
family, pets and valuable 
belongings and 
preventing unwanted 
injury or damage.

Secure and safe

Protection against
unwanted entry

Walk away with 
confidence

Finger protection

Force monitoring

Safety first

Innovative technology 

Family protection

Damage prevention
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Premier-Line is ‘made-to-measure’ and this also 
extends to our track systems. Similar to the door leaf, 
the track system is produced individually for you. We 
have a solution for any application and the quality does 
not stop here. Our Premier-Line promise is that the 
system will operate effortlessly and smoothly in even 
the most demanding of environments.

Premier-Line offers side tension springs on doors up 
to 5500mm wide, no requirement for unsightly torsion 
spring systems internally.

Quality is found in the smallest detail. Premier-Line 
tracks are fitted with the patented “Smart Connection” 
system. 

Unlike many of our competitors we take into 
consideration the smooth and silent movement of the 
rollers in the tracks. This follows hours of field and 
laboratory testing, a source of obsessive pride.

The side roller hinges are the same as those used on industrial doors and as such are designed to withstand much greater 
forces than residential applications could exert. This robustness guarantees a long life span for Premier-Line doors. The 
track systems are fully bolted and the thickness of the steel used ensures that the quality you expect as part of your 
home is built to perform with pride.

Track Systems
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Available as an added piece of aesthetic luxury, Premier-Line 
options ensure the perfect match with the inside colour of your 
design. As an optional extra we can powder coat and colour match 
the tracks using the unique IGP-Powder Coating System.  

In addition to the coated tracks you can choose to have the 
hardware finished in white. The coating for both tracks and 
hardware helps to protect the metal components from corrosion 
caused by damp and extreme weather.

Coated Tracks & Hardware
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Premier-Line can offer a versatile aluminium frame which is a great 
alternative to timber. This allows for perfect positioning of the sectional 
door frame when installation between the aperture is required.

The aluminium frame is supplied with a two-part vertical frame section
and a connecting header section. The frame can be colour matched to 
provide harmony with the door leaf.

In summary this provides style, strength and pleasing aesthetics.

Aluminium Frame
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Premier-Line doors are available with a unique profile system if required. Specifically designed for JDUK Door Systems this
enables a perfect finish for doors installed within the aperture, enhancing the holistic look and design of your garage door.

This unique profile system enables installation of a sectional garage door in a garage aperture regardless of the building quality. 
Even garages without side clearances or lintels are therefore easily made compatible for a new sectional door. Enhance the 
functionality and aesthetics of your garage with our bespoke and unique profile system!

Profile Systems
Premier-Line
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Panel TexturesPremier-Line

Available for the L, M, S 
Ribbed and Georgian 
panel design.

Available for the L and S 
Ribbed panel design.

Smooth Woodgrain Stucco Granite
Available in L Ribbed 
panel design only.

Available for the L, M, S, 
T Ribbed and Microwave
panel design.

Nero Antro Quartz Corten
Available in L ribbed 
panel design only.

Available in L ribbed 
panel design only.

Available in L Ribbed
panel design only.

Available in L Ribbed
panel design only.
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U Values

The Premier-Line door panel is 40mm thick.

Example of thermal transmittance. Door size 4420mm W x 2250mm H   =   1.40 W/m 2K. 
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S Ribbed

Panel Designs

L Ribbed M Ribbed

T Ribbed

Microwave Georgian
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Premier-Line
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For many people the Premier-Line L Ribbed panel design 
is the perfect complimentary choice to enhance the kerb 
appeal of your home. The large horizontal rib of the panels 
provides both a stylish and contemporary aesthetic. A 
reason why L Ribbed resonates with so many making this 
design one of our most popular.  

Premier-Line is supplied with a pre-assembled 
vertical track system and pre-tensioned springs, 
enabling efficient installation.

Premier-Line offers side tension springs on 
doors up to 5500mm wide, this removes the 
requirement for unsightly torsion spring systems 
internally.

Similar to the door leaf the track system is 
produced individually for you. We have a 
solution for any application allowing the system 
to operate effortlessly and smoothly.

L Ribbed
Premier-Line

A range of panel textures exclusive to the L ribbed 
panel design providing unique aesthetics. Granite, 
Quartz, Corten, Nero and Antro are available. 
Please see page 14.
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Have It Your Way

Personalise your Premier-Line garage door from a choice of additional options, available on pages 32-35.

Premier-Line doors are available in a wide range of RAL colours. For all colour options please see pages 30-31.

L Ribbed panels are available in a choice of Smooth, Woodgrain or Stucco texture and all colour options. For a totally 
contempory finish L ribbed is also available in Granite, Nero, Antro, Quartz and Corten texture. See the panel texture options to 
help you choose on page 14.
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M Ribbed door panel sets are designed with a medium 
horizontal rib to provide the correct blend of aesthetic for  
pairing with modern day architecture and home design.

Unique RAL colours are available. Farrow & Ball, 
Little Greene Paint, Dulux and many more can be 
chosen by special request.

The Premier-Line track system is equipped as 
standard with the patented “smart connection” 
system allowing for smooth operation.

Premier-Line offers a unique operator bracket 
which eliminates the need to hang the unit from 
the ceiling, meaning Premier-Line looks as good 
inside as it does out.

M Ribbed

Additionally you can have the internal hardware 
coated in white to match the internal door panel 
colour RAL 9016. This provides a seamless 
interface whilst adding that extra special touch.
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Your Door, Your Design

Personalise your Premier-Line garage door from a choice of additional options, available on pages 32-35.

Premier-Line doors are available in a wide range of RAL colours. For all colour options please see pages 30-31.

M Ribbed panels are available in a choice of Smooth or Woodgrain and all colour options. See the panel texture options to help you 
choose on page 14.
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The Premier-Line S Ribbed panel offers a modern yet 
timeless design. Small horizontal ribs positioned evenly 
through the panel make junctions absolutely unnoticeable.

45 matt fine textured standard RAL’s available, 
including some of the most popular grey shades 
such as anthracite grey, agate grey and slate grey, 
with many more to choose from.

S Ribbed

When installation between the aperture is 
required Premier-Line can offer an aluminium 
frame. This is a versatile option to allow perfect 
positioning of the sectional door frame, 

Premier-Line offer the option to powder coat the 
track system which protects against corrosion 
providing enhanced longevity.

Premier-Line use ball raced bearings to 
protect against dust and moisture within 
the roller wheel system, providing a smooth 
operation and longevity.
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Create Your Dream Door

Personalise your Premier-Line garage door from a choice of additional options, available on pages 32-35.

Premier-Line doors are available in a wide range of RAL colours. For all colour options please see pages 30-31.

S Ribbed panels are available in a choice of Smooth, Woodgrain or Stucco and all colour options. See the panel texture options to 
help you choose on page 14.



Georgian style panel designs provide a traditional look 
which is an alternative to our ribbed variants.  

Georgian
Premier-Line

Wicket doors are available which provide a 
practical solution for properties with no other 
access to the garage. They enable easy access into 
the garage without the need to open the entire 
garage door.

Spring covers are available to provide added 
finger protection and improve the internal 
appearance of the track and spring system.

Authentic window options are available, such 
as the georgian cross which can enhance 
the overall appearance of your Premier-Line 
sectional garage door.

Premier-Line doors are available with a unique 
profile system if required. Specifically designed for 
JDUK Door Systems to enable a perfect finish for 
doors installed within the aperture.
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Georgian panels are available in Woodgrain textured only and all colour options. See the panel texture options to help you 
choose on page 14.

Personalise your Premier-Line garage door from a choice of additional options, available on pages 32-35.

Premier-Line doors are available in a wide range of RAL colours. For all colour options please see pages 30-31.

Tailor Your Door Your Way
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Even spacing and invisible section transitions are expertly 
illustrated in the design of the Premier-Line T Ribbed 
panel. The days of boring, functional metal doors are long 
gone.

T Ribbed

Premier-Line can provide a manual locking 
system if required. A very secure system which 
operates with the handle and locking positioned 
centrally, locking internally to the left and right 
vertical track.

Side roller hinges are the same as those used 
on industrial doors and as such are designed to 
withstand much greater forces than residential 
applications could exert.

Endless Possibilities

T Ribbed is available in smooth texture only and all colour options. See the panel texture options to help you choose on 
page 14.

Personalise your Premier-Line garage door from a choice of additional options, available on pages 32-35.

Premier-Line doors are available in a wide range of RAL colours. For all colour options please see pages 30-31.
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The elegance of the microwave design pressed on the 
surface of the panels sets the Premier-Line Microwave 
door apart from the rest of the market. This design exudes 
effortless chic.

Microwave

Explore and Design

Premier-Line provides an expansive choice of 
RAL colours. The IPG powder coating system 
applies a matt fine texture, offering extreme 
resistance to UV rays with a colourfast finish.

MIcrowave is available in smooth texture only and all colour options. See the panel texture options to help you choose on page 14.

Personalise your Premier-Line garage door from a choice of additional options, available on pages 32-35.

Premier-Line doors are available in a wide range of RAL colours. For all colour options please see pages 30-31.

Endless Possibilities

All doors are “made to measure” to your 
exact specification providing you with exactly 
what you want. The flexibility we provide in 
manufacturing your design provides for a truly 
unique product.



Wicket doors offer a practical solution for properties 
with no other access into the garage. They enable easy 
access without the need to open the entire garage 
door.

Premier-Line wicket doors are supplied with single 
point locking and a door closer as standard, ensuring 
safety and peace of mind. Whether stepping out or 
stepping in you can be assured that your belongings 
remain secure. 

Wicket doors combine practicality, security and 
aesthetics, making them an excellent addition to a 
sectional garage door.

Wicket Doors
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Personalise your Premier-Line wicket door from a choice of 
additional options available on pages 32-35.

Our wicket doors are available in RAL colours. Please see pages 
30-31.

Premier-Line wicket doors are supplied as standard with:

     17.4 mm         25 mm           40 mm            80 mm  

Bespoke By Design

25mm threshold supplied as standard, also available 
17.4mm, 40mm and 80mm :-



Colour Options
Premier-Line offer one of the largest palettes of standard RAL colours.

For those who wish something completely unique there is an endless list of other colour options available. Choose from the classic RAL 
pallette or specialist colours such as Farrow & Ball, Dulux or Little Greene Paint. Please contact your dealer to arrange a sample.

Premier-Line
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COLOURS ARE FOR REFERENCE PURPOSES ONLY, PLEASE CONTACT YOUR DEALER TO REQUEST A SAMPLE 

Discover the power of a high quality finish with premium powder coating. This provides greater UV-resistance, colour fastness, 
with a tough durable topcoat.

Numerous matt fine textured finishes are available within the standard RAL range, as below.

TRAFFIC 
WHITE

RAL 9016

PURE 
WHITE

RAL 9010

CREAM
RAL 9001

WHITE
ALUMINIUM
RAL 9006

GREY 
ALUMINIUM
RAL 9007

AGATE 
GREY 

RAL 7038

WINDOW
GREY

RAL 7040

LIGHT 
GREY

RAL 7035

STONE 
GREY

RAL 7030

QUARTZ 
GREY

RAL 7039

BASALT
GREY

RAL 7012

SLATE
GREY

RAL 7015

GRAPHITE 
GREY

RAL 7024

DUSTY
GREY

RAL 7037

BLACK
GREY 

RAL 7021

SIGNAL 
BLACK

RAL 9004

JET 
BLACK

RAL 9005

ANTHRACITE
GREY

RAL 7016

SKY 
BLUE

RAL 5015

STEEL
BLUE

RAL 5011

GENTIAN 
BLUE

RAL 5010

CARMINE 
RED

RAL 3002

PURPLE 
RED

RAL 3004

WINE
RED

RAL 3005

SEPIA 
BROWN
RAL8014

RUBY 
RED

RAL 3003

MOSS
GREEN

RAL 6005

FIR 
GREEN

RAL 6009

BLACK
BROWN

RAL 8022

GREY 
WHITE

RAL 9002

CHOCOLATE 
BROWN 
RAL 8017

MAHOGANY 
BROWN 
RAL 8016

GREY
BROWN
RAL 8019

UMBRA 
GREY 

RAL 7022

TRAFFIC 
GREY 

RAL 7042

AZURE 
BLUE

RAL 5009

YELLOW 
GREEN

RAL 6018

BEIGE 
GREY

RAL 7006

IRON 
GREY

RAL 7011

DAHLIA 
YELLOW
RAL 1033

RED
ORANGE
RAL 2011

SIGNAL
RED

RAL 3001

TRAFFIC
RED

RAL 3020

 BLACK
BLUE

RAL 5004

DB703
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Glazing & Ventilation Options

Fantastic window options are available. Choose from acrylic or stainless steel framed units with the option of clear or 
smooth opaque glazing. To enhance the overall appearance of your sectional garage door the acrylic frames can be 
colour matched to the door leaf.

Various ventilation units are available, finished in black or white.

Rectangular
Acrylic

Wide 
Vents

Rectangular
Vents

Rectangular
Vents

Rectangular
Acrylic

Porthole
Stainless Steel

Square
Stainless Steel

Wide Narrow
Stainless Steel

Wide 
Vents
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Premier-LineManual Handle Options

For garages that have no power source. Premier-Line can provide a manual system which operates with a 
centrally positioned handle which locks internally to both the left and right vertical track.

Handles available in black or brushed aluminium handle, please see images below.

Black
Aluminium

Brushed 
Aluminium

Internal
Grab Handle

Escutcheon
Plate
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JDUK Door Systems offer a variety of unique automation systems 
for powering your sectional door. Select-Line is the perfect choice 
for all types of tracked garage doors. 

Combining simplicity and convenience the Select-Line automation 
option will make your garage door feel even more luxurious and 
effortless.  Designed intentionally to be hassle free and fitted with 
ease the Select-Line system will have you smiling on demand as 
your door securely closes and opens at the push of your chosen 
button.

Select-Line 
Head Unit

Select-Line automation is supplied with a wireless wall switch and 
two hand-held 4 channel transmitters. This allows you to simply 
open and close your garage door with ease, as you approach your 
home.

Select-Line Automation

Remote 
Controls

External Wall 
Receiver

Select-Line
The New Standard In Automation
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High-Line automation is a straight forward and user friendly 
automation system with app control compatibility. myQ is a 
bespoke app available to download on your phone or tablet
enabling remote access and control of your garage door from 
wherever you are.  

High-Line 
Head Unit

Remote 
Controls

External Wall 
Receiver

Great Connectivity With MyQ!

High-Line automation is supplied with a wireless wall switch to 
provide remote control from inside your garage. Two hand-held 4 
channel transmitters are also included for when you want slick and 
easy remote access to your garage, as you arrive home.

High-Line
The New Standard In Automation
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Entrance Doors

Further choice extends 
throughout JDUK 
Door Systems range of 
products, a selection of 
entrance doors offering 
unlimited design options 
to compliment your home.

RC2 and RC3 
anti-burglary 
classification, certifed 
by the IFT Rosenheim 
Institute

Outstanding thermal 
insulation. Achieving 
0.8 W/m2K U-value for 
1400 x 2500 mm door 
with solid panel

5-year warranty on 
doors, 24-month 
warranty on hardware 
and accessories

Side Hinged Doors

Innovative technical 
thinking creates a 
product that can 
be hung outward 
or inward opening, 
application choices 
dependant on your 
precise requirement

The door  leaf chassis 
and door frame are 
made from aluminium 
profile, with  rebated 
seals along the 
perimeter of the door 
leaf and frame for 
optimum weather 
tightness 

The ideal solution to 
provide pedestrian 
passage or full access to 
the garage, with endless 
design options to create 
your perfect door.

JDUK Door Systems - Ranges



Automation Systems

Pergolas

Awnings

Simple, quick and easy setup of operating mechanisms, ideal for retrofit

The structure achieves a uniform and elegant colour appearence

Sun sensors follow the path of the sun to automatically adjust shading

Fail-safe functionality that suits all applications

Extensive selection of fabric finishes in neutrals, classics or patterns

Market leading louvre rotation of up to 135 degrees

Wide range of settings, allowing motor performance to be matched to 
any type of tracked door

Concealment of mechanical fasteners for better aesthetics

Optional heaters, lighting options and integrated Bluetooth systems

Fail-safe, smooth and versatile automation systems offered in 2 highly 
specified system variants, Select-Line and High-Line. Experience the ease and 
luxury that come with automatic garage doors complimenting your home.

High quality sun protection systems with an attractive aesthetic brought to 
you by JDUK Outdoor Living.  These products are the perfect protection 
for the facades of tomorrow.

Bio-climatic pergolas, carefully designed with high quality and 
revolutionary components for long lasting enjoyment and the fulfilment of 
year round outdoor space usage.
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POS & Samples Available
In order to support our customers we provide the widest range of point of sale marketing material, helping you to 
understand, promote and sell any products that you may wish to buy from JDUK Door Systems. Our products are the 
endorsement of who we are and therefore our promotion of their features and benefits are vital in our customer centred 
service.

Brochures Price Lists

Product Samples RAL Swatches
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Banners Display Case

POS



FOLLOW USLow Mill Lane, Havelock Street, Ravensthorpe 
Industrial Estate, Dewsbury. WF13 3LN

01924 472 924

sales@jdukltd.co.uk

www.jdukltd.co.ukDoor  Systems


